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Intensely punctate meiotic recombination in the class II
region of the major histocompatibility complex
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There is considerable interest in understanding patterns of
linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the human genome, to aid inves-
tigations of human evolution and facilitate association studies
in complex disease1–5. The relative influences of meiotic
crossover distribution and population history on LD remain
unclear, however5. In particular, it is uncertain to what extent
crossovers are clustered into ‘hot spots,6–8 that might influence
LD patterns. As a first step to investigating the relationship
between LD and recombination, we have
analyzed a 216-kb segment of the class II
region of the major histocompatibility com-
plex (MHC) already characterized for famil-
ial crossovers9. High-resolution LD analysis
shows the existence of extended domains
of strong association interrupted by patch-
work areas of LD breakdown. Sperm typing
shows that these areas correspond pre-
cisely to meiotic crossover hot spots. All six
hot spots defined share a remarkably simi-

lar symmetrical morphology but vary considerably in intensity,
and are not obviously associated with any primary DNA
sequence determinants of hot-spot activity. These hot spots
occur in clusters and together account for almost all crossovers
in this region of the MHC. These data show that, within the
MHC at least, crossovers are far from randomly distributed at
the molecular level and that recombination hot spots can pro-
foundly affect LD patterns.

Fig. 1 Patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the class
II region of the MHC. a, The region extending from
HLA-DNA to TAP2. Regions resequenced for SNP discov-
ery are shown in blue; additional polymorphisms in the
green region were identified in dbSNP. b, LD in this
region in north Europeans. Classic |D’| measures27 of
complete LD (lower right), where |D’|=1 for marker
pairs showing only three haplotypes, are shown for all
pairs of markers with minor allele frequencies of at
least 0.15, together with the associated likelihood ratio
(LR) versus free association (upper left), and color-
coded as indicated at top right. We determined these
measures from unphased diploid genotype data on 179
markers typed in a panel of 50 unrelated UK semen
donors. Each point is plotted as a rectangle centered on
each SNP (locations shown below and to right of plot)
and extending half way to each adjacent marker.
Domains showing strong LD are indicated below in red.
The location of the previously characterized TAP2
crossover hot spot12 is indicated by the arrow. c, Corre-
sponding LD plot for 117 markers with minor allele fre-
quencies less than 0.15. In most cases, the population
sample size was too small to detect all four haplotypes,
even for marker pairs in free association, and thus most
SNP comparisons show D’ values of 1 but without signif-
icant association. Extended haplotypes at least 30 kb
long that are responsible for the significant
(LR>10,000:1) long-range associations are shown
below, together with haplotype frequencies and the
locations of low frequency alleles restricted to each
haplotype. The minimum and maximum extent of hap-
lotypic identity for each haplotype lineage are shown in
black and grey, respectively. In two cases, there were
additional closely related but truncated haplotypes, as
shown. d, Expansion of plot b in the HLA-DNA region,
after removal of all markers with minor allele frequen-
cies less than 0.25. Domains of strong LD are shown in
red, with a region of partial and erratic reduction of LD
indicated in orange. e, Expansion of plot b in the HLA-
DMB region.
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The class II MHC region selected for study extends from the
HLA-DNA to TAP2 genes (Fig. 1a)10. Cullen et al.9,11 have shown
that the limited numbers of meiotic crossovers detectable in fam-
ilies in this region occur at a slightly higher than genome-average
rate of about 2 cM/Mb, with a roughly 4:1 bias towards maternal
versus paternal crossovers. Recombinants were non-randomly
distributed, with clear clustering in a 4-kb interval between HLA-
DNA and RING3, and possible clustering in TAP2. Sperm
crossover analysis of a 10-kb interval in the TAP2 region con-
firmed a meiotic-crossover hot spot about 1 kb long and flanked
by recombinationally inert regions in which single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) were in strong LD12. To see whether LD
patterns could be used more generally to predict crossover distri-
bution, we identified SNPs by resequencing at  intervals of 5–20
kb across the target and tested associations by genotyping a panel
of unrelated British semen donors of European descent. Addi-
tional SNP discovery in regions showing breakdown of LD
refined the locations of putative recombination hot spots. In
total, we discovered 264 SNPs and 22 1–11-bp insertion/deletion
polymorphisms in 84 kb of resequenced DNA.

The LD patterns defined by these biallelic markers, plus ten
additional SNPs identified near RING3 in dbSNP13, are shown in
Fig. 1. Markers with high-frequency (>0.15) minor alleles, which

are likely to be ancient and thus report on haplotypes maximally
disrupted by recombination, reveal three extended domains of
intense disequilibrium with abrupt LD breakdown near HLA-
DNA, HLA-DMB and TAP2 (Fig. 1b). Very similar LD profiles are
obtained using higher minor-allele-frequency cut-offs (up to
0.35; data not shown), indicating that these are robust. Lower-
frequency markers show a very different pattern, in part because
of the lack of statistical power but also in that some markers show
highly significant long-range associations extending across
regions of LD breakdown (Fig. 1c). Haplotypes that carry multi-
ple rare alleles creating these associations terminate near the pre-
sumptive hot spots in all but one case (Fig. 1c). This is consistent
with these variants having arisen relatively recently in human
evolution on haplotypes that nevertheless have been disrupted,
albeit incompletely, by localized recombination.

Higher-resolution LD profiles of the HLA-DNA and HLA-
DMB regions (Fig. 1d,e) reveal complex patterns of clusters of
markers in strong LD within the regions where long-range LD
breaks down. To investigate meiotic recombination activity, we
subjected each of these regions to crossover analysis in sperm
DNA using allele-specific PCR to selectively amplify DNA mol-
ecules that had crossed over between one domain of LD and
the next (Fig. 2a)12. Single-molecule crossover products were

Fig. 2 Analysis of sperm crossover distribu-
tion near HLA-DNA and HLA-DMB.
a, Strategy for amplifying crossovers from
sperm DNA. Batches of sperm DNA from a
man showing multiple SNP heterozygosi-
ties (colored circles) across the test region
are amplified using repulsion-phase
allele-specific PCR directed to the outside
SNP sites, followed by re-amplification
using nested allele-specific primers,
allowing recombinant molecules to be
selectively amplified (i). SNP typing
locates the crossover interval within each
amplified recombinant (ii). b, Examples of
crossover detection in sperm and blood
DNA from the same man over the 32–37-
kb interval downstream of HLA-DNA. We
seeded each PCR with 1,000 amplifiable
molecules of each haplotype (12 ng
genomic DNA) and detected re-amplified
PCR products by agarose gel elec-
trophoresis and staining with ethidium
bromide. c, Sperm crossover distribution
in three test intervals around HLA-DNA
that cover the three regions of complete
or partial breakdown of LD; domains of
strong LD (Fig. 1d) are indicated below in
red. Region 1 yielded 19 crossover mole-
cules from 3.7×106 amplifiable molecules
of each haplotype in the man tested,
region 2 gave 17 crossovers in 7.6×105

molecules, and region 3 yielded 70
crossovers from 5.7×104 molecules. The
numbers of crossovers mapping to each
interval between adjacent heterozygous
SNPs (positions indicated above the
plots), shown above the histograms, were
used to estimate the recombinational
proficiency of each interval in cM/Mb. The
centers of hot spots DNA1–3 are indicated
by arrows. Note the very different scaling
of recombination activity in regions 1–3.
The (AT)n and (GT)n microsatellites in
region 3 define the 4-kb interval in which
clustering of crossovers detected in fami-
lies has been observed9. d, Corresponding
sperm crossover distribution in the HLA-
DMB region, determined from 190
crossover molecules recovered from
7.0×105 progenitor molecules in the man
tested. Hot spots DMB1 and 2 were not
evident in family crossover data9.
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recovered from sperm but not blood DNA
(Fig. 2b), indicating that they are genuine
products of meiotic recombination; additional
criteria of authenticity are described
elsewhere12. Location of the site of crossover in each recombi-
nant molecule, using internal heterozygous SNPs, shows that
almost all sperm crossovers (1,399 of 1,404) are simple and
map to a single interval between adjacent heterozygous SNPs,
as seen previously at the TAP2 hot spot12 and the minisatellite
MS32-associated hot spot14. Only five crossovers are more
complex, with switching between haplotypes near the site of
crossover12, suggesting that male crossover is rarely associated
with patchy conversion of nearby SNPs15.

Sperm crossovers are highly clustered in each test interval and
define five narrow (1–2 kb) recombination hot spots, three around
HLA-DNA (named DNA1–3) and two in the HLA-DMB region
(DMB1,2; Fig. 2c,d). These hot spots all locate to intervals of LD
breakdown, but vary considerably in peak intensity from only 0.4
cM/Mb for hot spot DNA1 to 140 cM/Mb for DNA3. Reciprocal
recombinants (green-red rather than red-green crossovers; Fig. 2a)
show the same rate and distribution for four of the hot spots. This
is consistent with reciprocal crossover (or possibly with simple and

continuous conversion tracts arising with equal
likelihood in each orientation) rather than more
complex conversion events (Fig. 3a for DNA3)12.
Apparent deviations from fully reciprocal
crossover at DNA2 will be discussed elsewhere.
The cumulative frequencies of crossovers across
each hot spot, including the TAP2 and minisatel-
lite MS32 hot spots (Fig. 3a for DNA3), show an
apparently symmetric distribution within each
hot spot, indistinguishable in the 2–6 men typed
per hot spot, which in each case approximated to
a normal distribution (Fig. 3b). Each hot spot can
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Fig. 3 Distribution of sperm crossovers within hot-spot
DNA3. Sperm DNA samples from six men informative for
SNP markers flanking this hot spot were screened for
crossover molecules, yielding 70–126 crossovers per indi-
vidual tested. a, Cumulative frequency of crossovers across
the test interval for each man (colored circles). One man
(black circle) was also analyzed for reciprocal crossovers
(open circle; green to red crossovers rather than red to
green, Fig. 2a). We used combined distributions to deter-
mine the least-squares best-fit cumulative distribution
assuming that crossover breakpoints either are normally
distributed across the hot spot (green curve) or show a
bidirectional exponential decay from a fixed point (purple
curve). b, Underlying morphology and intensity of the hot
spot under the normal distribution model. We determined
peak activity from the mean rate of crossover in the six
men tested. The distribution has a standard deviation of
300 bp. c, Hot-spot morphology under the exponential
decay model. This model would, for example, be consistent
with a recombination initiation complex binding to the
center of the hot spot but then moving either 5′ or 3′ with
a uniform probability of 0.004, per base pair traversed, of
halting and effecting a crossover at that point.
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Fig. 4 Decay of association with distance within domains of
linkage disequilibrium. We analyzed the three extended
domains of LD shown in Fig. 1b using only SNPs with minor
allele frequencies of at least 0.25 (23, 28 and 23 SNPs in
domains 1, 2 and 3, respectively). The standardized LD
coefficient ∆, a measure of absolute association such that
|∆|=1 only when there are just two haplotypes per pair of
markers28, was estimated for each pair of SNPs in each
domain and plotted against physical distance between the
markers. Lines show the relationship between |∆| and phys-
ical distance expected if crossovers occur at random within
each domain. We calculated these lines from
∆2=1/(1+4Nerd), where Ne is the effective population size,
assumed to be 10,000 for humans33, r is the recombination
frequency per Mb and d is the inter-marker distance in
Mb34. The corresponding recombination activity in cM/Mb
is indicated for each domain; if this region of the MHC is
unusually ancient, then Ne would be larger, resulting in a
corresponding reduction in estimates of crossover activity.
Points in domain 1 showing an unusually low level of LD
(ellipse) resulted from just two SNPs in almost absolute
association with each other and with relatively low minor-
allele frequencies (0.25, 0.28).
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therefore be defined by center location, normal distribution width
and peak recombinational activity in cM/Mb. Other distributions
are possible, however, such as bidirectional exponential decay from
the center of the hot spot (Fig. 3c).

Sperm analysis around the low-activity recombination hot
spot DNA1 (Fig. 2c) shows additional rare presumptive
crossovers outside the hot spot that seem to occur at random
along the test interval at a frequency of about 0.04 cM/Mb, sug-
gesting that crossovers are not entirely restricted to hot spots.
Similarly, each extended domain of LD (Fig. 1b) shows a gradual
decrease of LD with distance between markers (Fig. 4) to an
extent consistent, at recombination-drift equilibrium, with a
uniform sex-averaged crossover activity of 0.04–0.15 cM/Mb.
Although these estimates may be distorted by selection and the
existence of ancient MHC haplotypes, they are nevertheless simi-
lar to the estimate from non–hot spot sperm crossovers.

We combined these crude estimates of inter–hot spot
crossover frequency with hot-spot data to gain an overview of
male meiotic recombination activity across the entire 216-kb
MHC region (Fig. 5). The total sperm recombination frequency

of 0.18 cM is similar to that seen in pedigrees (about 0.2 cM,
based on 3–4 paternal crossovers9). This suggests that many
sperm exchanges result from true meiotic crossovers rather
than continuous conversion tracts extending out from a hot
spot and encompassing SNP sites used to select recombinants.
However, if such tracts occur, they would have to extend unin-
terrupted from one hot spot to the next to generate the
observed strong correlation between hot spots and LD break-
down. Sperm crossovers occur across the region at 0.9 cM/Mb,
very close to the genome average rate in male meiosis of 0.89
cM/Mb16. However, the great majority (about 94%) of
crossovers lie within hot spots, with 72% in hot spot DNA3. All
hot spots share a very similar width also seen at the MS32 hot
spot that appears to drive minisatellite instability14, although
none are associated with tandem repeat DNA sequences, indi-
cating that hot spots only occasionally create GC-rich min-
isatellites14. Similar clustering into 0.5–5-kb long hot spots has
been observed in the mouse MHC, although in most cases lim-
ited numbers of pedigree crossovers have prevented a more pre-
cise definition of hot-spot morphology7,17,18. In yeast, meiotic

crossovers also cluster into hot
spots that tend to associate
with GC-rich chromosomal
domains19 and locate to tran-
scriptional promoters19,20;
these associations are not evi-
dent in the human MHC,
where only the weakest hot
spot (DNA1) is located at a
promoter and the most intense
(DNA3) is centered in an
intergenic Alu repeat.

The similar widths of the
human hot spots suggest a
common process operating at
each hot spot. If these hot spots
result from open domains in
meiotic chromatin, as seen in
yeast21–23, this implies the exis-
tence of consistently narrow
(1–2 kb) domains that allow
access of the recombinational
machinery. Alternatively, the fit
of crossover data to an expo-
nential-decay model (Fig. 3c) is
compatible with loading of a
recombination initiation com-
plex at the center of a hot spot
followed by stochastic drift
away from the center. It is
equally possible that crossover
initiation at the hot-spot center
could be followed by very lim-
ited branch migration of a Hol-
liday junction prior to
crossover resolution, leading to
spreading of crossover sites to
create the observed narrow dis-
tributions. However, as noted
before for the TAP2 and MS32
hot spots12, there are no obvi-
ous primary recombination-
promoting sequences shared by
these hot-spot centers (data
not shown).

Fig. 5 Sperm crossover activity in the class II region of the MHC. The number of men tested and the total number of
sperm crossovers mapped are given for each hot spot, together with approximate hot-spot center coordinate in the
consensus sequence of the human MHC10. The width of each hot spot, within which 95% of crossovers occur, was
determined by normal-distribution fitting (Fig. 3). The mean male linkage map distance contributed by each hot spot,
plus range seen in the different men tested, was determined from the observed hot spot crossover frequency per
sperm and is given in millicentimorgans (mcM, cM×10–3); only the hot spot DNA 2 shows significant variation in activity
between tested men. Inter–hot spot distances were estimated from data in Fig. 4. The background recombination rate
of 0.04 cM/Mb is very approximate and should be treated with caution. The mean rate of male meiotic recombination
in the human genome (0.89 cM/Mb)16 is shown as a thin dashed line. TAP2 and minisatellite MS32 estimates were from
data published elsewhere12,14.
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The MHC hot spots are not randomly distributed but fall into
clusters 60–90 kb apart, with 1–7 kb of DNA separating each hot
spot within a cluster (Fig. 5). The abrupt decay of LD about 5 kb
3′ of the TAP2 hot spot (Fig. 1b) suggests that this hot spot is also
a member of a cluster, though a complex rearrangement poly-
morphism in this region (data not shown) has prevented further
analysis of LD patterns and sperm crossovers. The reasons for
clustering remain obscure. Crossovers may be initiated only in
the most active hot spot in a cluster, with most being resolved in
the same hot spot after very limited branch migration. Some
Holliday junctions may, however, migrate out of the hot spot but
then stall distally at preferred locations, creating secondary hot
spots. But this does not account for the similar widths of all hot
spots in a cluster, and it remains likely that each hot spot repre-
sents a separate site of crossover initiation.

This study indicates that, despite previous concerns24, LD pat-
terns can indeed locate crossover hot spots with considerable
accuracy, at least within the MHC. The strong correlation
between LD patterns and sperm hot-spot locations further sug-
gests that the same hot spots function in female meiosis, though
probably with different intensities12. The location of these MHC
hot spots may have been influenced by selection and may not
reflect crossover distribution elsewhere in the genome. However,
the lengths of the extended domains of LD (60 and 90 kb; Fig. 1b)
are consistent with estimates of north-European LD block length
elsewhere in the human genome5; a strikingly similar pattern of
10–100-kb long LD blocks in a 500-kb interval on chromosome 5
is described in this issue25. It therefore seems that the LD blocks
and associated hot spots seen in the MHC may occur more gen-
erally in the human genome. These LD block lengths are also
similar to the average spacing of 50 kb between yeast hot spots19,
indicating the possibility of highly conserved mechanisms that
control hot-spot spacing. The lengths of the MHC LD domains
further imply that the human genome might be a mosaic of
about 40,000 recombinationally suppressed segments of DNA. If
correct, then whole genome association scanning for complex
disease loci could eventually be approached more rationally by
screening perhaps 2–5 SNPs per LD domain (80,000–200,000 in
total), although more SNPs would be required to detect associa-
tion with aetiological variants located within hot-spot clusters.
The identification of SNPs that capture haplotype block informa-
tion is discussed further elsewhere in this issue26.

Methods
SNP discovery and genotyping. We used PCR primers designed from the
current consensus MHC sequence10 (28 Oct 1999 version; http://www.
sanger.ac.uk/HGP/Chr6/MHC_991021.fasta) to amplify appropriate 1–5-kb
DNA segments from 8 unrelated north-European UK semen donors. We
resequenced these amplicons using BigDye Terminators (ABI) on an ABI 377
Automated Sequencer and identified SNPs using ABI AutoAssembler soft-
ware. SNPs near TAP2 have been described12. We identified additional SNPs
around RING3 in dbSNP (build ID 93; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/).
We genotyped SNPs in a panel of 50 unrelated north-European British semen
donors by allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO) hybridization to dot blots of
appropriate long-PCR products12. Only 11 of the 14,580 genotypes were
ambiguous. For details of SNPs, ASOs, genotypes and allele frequencies, see
http://www.le.ac.uk/genetics/ajj/HLA.

Linkage disequilibrium analyses. We analyzed and plotted LD data using
software written in True BASIC 4.1 by A.J.J. We estimated maximum-likeli-
hood haplotype frequencies for each pair of SNP markers from the
unphased diploid genotype data from the 50 men, assuming that all SNPs
and haplotypes were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (after Bonferroni
correction, none of the SNPs showed significant departure from Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium; data not shown). We used these haplotype frequen-
cies to estimate the level of LD between each pair of SNPs, using both the
|D’| measure of complete association27 and the |∆| measure of absolute

association28. We used the observed allele frequencies at each SNP to pre-
dict the haplotype frequencies expected if pairs of SNPs were in linkage
equilibrium (LE). We then estimated the likelihood ratio (LR) in favor of
significant LD as max(P[data])/P[data|LE], where max(P[data]) is the
probability of obtaining the observed unphased genotype data at the maxi-
mum-likelihood haplotype frequencies and P[data|LE] is the probability of
obtaining the data if haplotypes were at linkage-equilibrium frequencies.

We investigated haplotypes showing a highly significant (LR>10,000)
sharing of low-frequency SNP alleles (Fig. 1c) by using additional SNPs
present in the homozygous state to reconstruct partial but unambiguous
haplotypes across the entire 216-kb region of the MHC in all 50 men typed.
In all cases, these partial haplotypes show a region of haplotypic identity,
common to all men sharing low-frequency alleles in strong association,
that encompasses all of these alleles.

Sperm crossover analyses. We designed allele-specific PCR primers 16–21 nt
long with at least 50% GC content for appropriate heterozygous SNP sites.
Where necessary, the efficiency of primers with a lower GC content was
improved either by adding a synthetic CCCC 5′ extension to the primer or by
modifying the allele-specific primer with a synthetic 20-nt 5′ extension
(55–60% GC) and using both the allele-specific primer and a primer identical
to the 5′ extension to drive amplification29. The optimal annealing tempera-
ture of each primer was determined by amplifying genomic DNA at various
annealing temperatures from individuals homozygous for either the appro-
priate allele or the alternative allele. We selected primers for crossover detec-
tion on the basis of high efficiency and excellent allele specificity; less than half
of primers tested conformed to these criteria.

We detected recombinant molecules in sperm DNA using modifications of
the procedures developed to analyze crossovers at the TAP2 hot spot12. Sperm
DNA prepared under conditions that minimized the risk of contamination30

was first digested with a restriction endonuclease that cleaved outside the test
interval, to render the DNA fully soluble and amenable to quantitative dilu-
tion. We used allele-specific PCR to establish linkage phase between the 5′ and
3′ SNP sites chosen to select crossovers. To detect recombinants, we amplified
multiple aliquots of digested sperm DNA, each containing 0.2–2 amplifiable
crossover molecules (3.6–360 ng genomic DNA, depending on crossover fre-
quency), by long PCR31 using two allele-specific primers in repulsion phase
directed to SNP sites 6–8 kb apart. Typical touchdown PCR conditions were 1
cycle at 96 °C for 1 min, followed by 24 cycles of 96 °C for 20 s, 53–66 °C
(depending on the primers) for 30 s and 61–66 °C for 6–8 min (depending on
the length of the amplicon). The low extension temperature allowed efficient
amplification, particularly across AT-rich DNA32, and reduced the incidence
of inter-haplotype-jumping PCR artifacts, which occasionally occur with
extension at 70 °C (data not shown)12. We digested the primary PCR products
with S1 nuclease to remove single-stranded DNA plus PCR artifacts14 and re-
amplified with nested repulsion-phase allele-specific primers as above. We
analyzed aliquots of the secondary PCR products by agarose gel electrophore-
sis and detected DNA by staining with ethidium bromide. We re-amplified
positive secondary PCR reactions using PCR primers located just within the
secondary SNP sites and determined the status of internal SNP sites by ASO
typing. We carried out Poisson estimation of the number of amplifiable input
molecules and correction for PCRs containing more than one crossover mol-
ecule as described previously12; the single-molecule long-PCR efficiency was
consistently estimated at 50% (1 amplifiable molecule of each haplotype per
12 pg genomic DNA), as seen previously12. For primer and PCR cycling
details, see http://www.le.ac.uk/genetics/ajj/HLA.
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